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	An Autodesk Official Training Guide to 3ds Max 2011


	3ds Max is a popular 3D animation-and-effects software used in movies, visual effects, games, cartoons, short films, commercials, and other animation. However, it also presents a number of challenges to newcomers. This introduction to the latest version breaks down the complexities of learning 3D software and walks you through the basics of modeling, texturing, animating, and using visual effects. Real-world examples from talented beginning 3ds max users motivate you to learn the software and helpful tutorials offer realistic, professional challenges for you to unravel. In addition, each chapter is richly illustrated with workflows to make learning 3ds max 2011 much easier and fn.


	Introduces you to the basics of modeling, texturing, animating, and incorporating visual effects using the latest version of 3ds Max software

	
		Features excellent tutorials, helpful examples, detailed workflows, and a companion Web site to enhance your learning experience
	
		Explains a variety of methods for solving real-world challenges and breaks down why certain methods are used
	
		Makes the transition of coming from other 3D software applications as smooth as possible



	Introducing 3ds Max 2011 takes a typically difficult subject and breaks into easily digestible pieces so you can confidently begin working with this 3D animation software today.
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ActionScript Graphing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	"A picture is worth a thousand words" has never been more true than when representing large sets of data. Bar charts, heat maps, cartograms, and many more have become important tools in applications and presentations to quickly give insight into complicated issues.


	The "ActionScript Graphing Cookbook" shows you...
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Corporate Blogging For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Establish a successful corporate blog to reach your customers


	Corporate blogs require careful planning and attention to legal and corporate policies in order for them to be productive and effective. This fun, friendly, and practical guide walks you through using blogging as a first line of communication to customers and...
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Modern Biopharmaceuticals: Recent Success StoriesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This collection of high-profile contributions provides a unique insight into the development of novel, successful biopharmaceuticals.


	Outstanding authors, including Nobel laureate Robert Huber as well as prominent company researchers and CEOs, present valuable insider knowledge, limiting their scope to those procedures and...
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Modeling the Fate of Chemicals in Products (Springer Theses)Springer, 2019

	
		This thesis provides a novel methodological basis for mechanistically understanding the dynamics of chemicals in products (CiPs) in the anthroposphere and physical environment and establishes a modeling continuum from production of a chemical to its concentrations in various environmental compartments. Using this framework, the...
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Basic Statistics Using SAS Enterprise Guide: A PrimerSAS Institute, 2007
Now it's easy to perform many of the most common statistical techniques when you use the SAS Enterprise Guide point-and-click interface to access the power of SAS. Emphasizing the practical aspects of the analysis, this example-rich guide shows you how to conduct a wide range of statistical analyses without any SAS programming required. One or...
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PostNuke Content ManagementSams Publishing, 2004
A practical, application-oriented guide to building content-oriented Web sites and portals with PostNuke package.

	
    PostNuke is the single most popular PHP-based content management system, and is also the most featured open source CMS available.
...
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